Each boy must possess clothes appropriate to the sport he undertakes. Scotch sports clothing must be worn to training and games. A Scotch shell sport jacket may be worn as part of any sports uniform.

**THE FOLLOWING UNIFORMS ARE FOR ALL NON-FIRSTS TEAMS:**

- **Athletics (spring and summer):** Scotch singlet, blue shorts, white socks, spikes or track shoes. Scotch tracksuit pants optional.
- **Badminton:** Scotch red polo shirt, white shorts, white socks.
- **Basketball:** Scotch singlet, blue basketball shorts, white socks.
- **Cricket:** White trousers, Scotch white cricket shirt, white socks, cricket spikes or runners. All Scotch cricketers must wear a helmet when batting (this includes during training). If headwear is required at other times, it must be either a Scotch cricket cap or a “Greg Chappell” style floppy hat. A Scotch pullover is optional.
- **Cross Country:** Scotch singlet, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Cycling:** See Teacher in Charge.
- **Diving:** Scotch red bathers, white aquatics polo shirt, red aquatic shorts.
- **Fencing:** See Teacher in Charge.
- **Football:** Scotch football jumper, blue shorts, Scotch red socks.
- **Futsal:** Scotch red soccer shirt, blue soccer shorts, Scotch red socks.
- **Golf:** Scotch red or white polo shirt, pants, golf spikes.
- **Gymnastics:** Scotch singlet, blue shorts.
- **Hockey:** Scotch red hockey shirt, blue shorts, Scotch red socks.
- **Lawn Bowls:** Scotch white polo shirt, blue shorts.
- **Orienteering:** Scotch singlet, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Rowing:** Scotch singlet, red shorts, Scotch rowing suit (Year 10 & Senior Eights), Scotch rowing cap.
- **Rugby Union:** Scotch rugby jumper, Scotch rugby blue shorts, Scotch red socks.
- **Sailing:** See Teacher in Charge.
- **Soccer:** Scotch red soccer shirt, blue soccer shorts, Scotch red socks.
- **Squash:** Scotch white polo shirt, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Swimming:** Scotch red bathers, white aquatics polo shirt, red aquatic shorts.
- **Table Tennis (summer and winter):** Scotch red polo shirt, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Tennis (summer and winter):** Scotch white polo shirt, white shorts, white socks.
- **Touch Football:** Scotch red touch football shirt, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Volleyball:** Scotch red polo shirt, blue shorts, white socks.
- **Water Polo:** Scotch red bathers, white aquatics polo shirt and red aquatic shorts (Year 9-12 only).

**Physical Education and Form/House competitions:**

Year 7, 8: Blue shorts, white polo shirt, red tracksuit pants, Scotch shell sport jacket, Scotch red bathers and the Scotch red cap. Year 9, 10, 11 and 12: Blue shorts, House polo shirt or white polo shirt, tracksuit pants, Scotch red bathers and the Scotch red cap.

Students involved in spring and summer sports are encouraged to wear the Scotch red cap.

All Firsts teams wear special uniforms. Details are provided by the respective coaches and Teacher in Charge.